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About This Game

Will of the Gods is an strategical 1v1 arcade game where players play as Gods, each trying to guide as many followers as they
can to their temple, while punishing those who choose to follow the other God. It's a game about tactics, skill and proving who
the better one is! Pick an arena, choose your game settings and activate gamemode mutators to create a chaotic duel between

you and a friend your rival.

Play at your own pace - be it casually, versus an AI or heat things up and fight a friend! Will of the Gods is easy to pick up but
hard to master due to several gameplay mechanics and the presence of micro-management! If, perhaps, you want both fun(the
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crazy type) and to prove that you are indeed the better player, you can activate several gamemode mutators to spice up your
game.

Features

Play Online or Offline versus a friend or an A.I.

Become an almighty God! Prove once and for all who is better!

Change gamemode settings and activate mutators to augment your gameplay

Pick from a variety of levels

Guide followers to your temple to secure your victory

Cast lightning to make enemies lose their faith or summon tornadoes to split large groups up !
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Title: Will of the Gods
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Comrades Inc.
Publisher:
Comrades Inc.
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2.4 Ghz+ Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 560 / Radeon 6850

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 750 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBox controler for Windows or equivalent is recommended.

English,French,Bulgarian,Russian
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A good game. Lots of fun. Addictive!. Reminds me me of the awesome C64 game.. Very frustrating. The first two levels are
fun and challenging but at the 3rd level the difficulty goes off the charts to the point it is purely unfair. If you buy this game you
are basically paying for 50% of the content because good luck getting through the second half.. Really hoping this game's
interface is gonna get a reboot soon as it kinda killed the hype when the game itself performed in a rather sluggish manner +
clunky camera issues. Worth it for its price? hell no. Im gonna have to grind in a few more hours to even understand what is
going but hey thats what I paid for.

However, I can tell this is pretty different from anything I've played and it feels fresh. Sadly, this game's reliance on some really
crude graphics (that world map sigh) really pulls away from the experience. I can only hope they go for a minimalist approach to
the interace as well as provide short & simple tutorial in order for noobs like me to understand some of the intricacies the
gameplay has to offer.

I fear that all of this use of crude art and equally crude interface is part of the developer's vision to make a rustic looking game
in line with its 'theme' but I must say that idea has completely missed its mark.. Great game, mechanics were fair, graphics were
great, gameplay was smooth, and overall had an enjoyable time playing! Would give the game around an 8.7/10.
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Excellent workout and a lot of fun. I played the first one on release and enjoyed it a lot, but the pesky cable got in the way. I
have the wireless adapter for the Vive and this game is on another level with the cord gone. I really enjoy the updated visuals
and I plan to integrate this game into my daily workout routine.. This, Game is Fun But They, Should add a RolePlay mode. This
is nothing but a port of the original game so expect nothing new and nothing to be fixed. But still worth the price for what you
get.

I recommend this game for anyone looking for a small challenge to pass the time on a lazy afternoon. The scope is limited and
the learning curve is non-existent. Simply read up on available (in-game) products at the beginning of a session, create a model
of the first industry in your mind, then execute it before the AI decides to use your same spot.

The game has run without any graphics issues for me (32" curved samsung, Windows 7) but all of the old bugs are still present.
This game is very basic and will not take long to master with limited products lines, no advertising, and no way to mess with
your opponent (beyond destroying trees around a lumber yard they are using or paying to destroy a town that is home to their
flagship product). Worth the money for the fun it still brings and certainly worth it on sale.. you have to read\/remember this.
 this is an offline and singelplayer game. but the EULA they made really didn't match the game. I just found out about this. but
EULA explained that they could make our account banned from the internet, even they explained that they could do it without
giving us the first warning. they also requested personal information, email address, phone number, photo, payment information,
zip code, console ID, and hardware information. they may even share their information with others such as business partners.
and to certain other third parties, such as the government. this is a singleplayer and offline game. this is spyware, I'd better stay
away and stop playing it!!!. Won't 9Dragon shut down again?
everytime a new company launch 9Dragon, and after couple of years it shut down and players lose all thier data and the real
world money they spent on it.
I like 9Dragons and I'm worried that 9Dragon (playredfox) will shut down soon.
I hope I'm wrong.
I played since Acclaim. and playing 9dragon awaken since launch.. its was better in my memories... but I can still say thank to
this for giving me happy hours back in time :D (Still waiting for Swat 4 on Steam)
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